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CBSCI is a GARDN – enaled project 
GARDN is the first green aviation initiative in Canada and a catalyst for SAF development





Demonstrate the operational feasibility of biojet
fuels in the domestic jet fuel supply system using 
existing delivery infrastructure (e.g., co-mingled 
airport fuel system).



Validate Canadian biojet supply chain elements 
(e.g., quantitative feedstock availability, 
sustainability certification, biojet integration in the 
jet fuel supply system, quantify regulatory/fiscal 
options).



Generate hands-on experience with biojet
integration to develop best practices in a Canadian 
context.



Catalyze the development of the domestic biojet
sector by using HEFA biojet as an enabling 
mechanism to create market access, drive research, 
development, and commercialization of advanced 
biofuel feedstocks and conversion technologies 
beyond the 2020 timeframe.



Significance 
of the 
supply chain
Efficiency is key to the biojet
supply chain. 

Delivering fuel via the multi-user 
hydrant fuel system enables it 
to be blended upstream of the 
aircraft, for seamless delivery.

The CBSCI is removing barriers, 
and delivering hands-on 
experience so that biojet can 
become a permanent part of 
the supply chain in the Canadian 
aviation fuel supply.



Enabling an efficient fuel supply system





2015 Production



Available at biojet.ca



CBSCI makes concrete steps towards 
creating an established biojet sector in 
Canada by enabling fuel supply system 
integration and establishing functionality 
in the hydrant fuel system.



Clean Fuel Standard
• Performance‐based approach to incent a broad range of low carbon fuels, energy sources 

and technologies, such as electricity, hydrogen, and renewable fuels, including renewable 
natural gas.

• The objective of the Clean Fuel Standard is to achieve 30 megatonnes of annual reductions 
in GHG emissions by 2030, with 23 MT from liquid fuels.

• Will establish lifecycle carbon intensity requirements separately for liquid, gaseous and 
solid fuels, and would go beyond transportation fuels to include those used in industry and 
buildings.



Clean Fuel Standard: Current Timeline

Source: ECCC – July 19, 2018

Election 
October 2019



Clean Fuel Standard: Aviation Fuels
Provisional approach to aviation fuels released October 2018
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) clarified that: 

– Domestically used jet fuel would be included as part of the obligation for fossil fuel 
producers and importers

– International flights would be excluded, Avgas excluded 

Compliance with CFS obtainable via:
– Low CI fuel blending in Gasoline/Diesel/Jet/HFO/LFO
– Through fuel switching (e.g., EV’s, natural gas displacing a liquid fuel)
– Through use of emission reductions achieved in the fossil fuel supply chain



Clean Fuel Standard: Aviation Fuels
• January 2019 included significant update 

on CFS design thinking

• Jet fuel potentially same CI reduction 
obligation as all liquid fuels (~10g by 2030)

– CFS structure does not require that jet CI 
reductions be achieved within jet fuel pool 

• A multiplier approach being considered to 
incent SAF use, production

• Active engagement by industry: 
– Design that results in domestic SAF production 

and use, preserves competitiveness
– Enables consistency with ICAO, SAF 

developments globally





April 2019 Industry (National Airlines Council of Canada) proposed CI reduction target and resulting SAF blend rates.



- Exempt biojet from the carbon charge under federal and provincial 
carbon pricing policies. (Currently would pay as if fossil jet 5 cpl in federal 
system, 8 cpl in Alberta, 10 cpl in British Columbia)

CARBON PRICING ON AVIATION FUELS: 

- Reassess the current patchwork approach to carbon pricing of aviation 
fuels. 

7 - ‘Recycle’ (re-invest) any carbon charge revenues to support aviation 
sector decarbonization, including the use of biojet. 

CBSCI’s Policy Report contains 27 specific recommendations for enabling SAF in Canada, among them: 

ENABLING BIOJET VIA THE CLEAN FUEL STANDARD: 

- Design the CFS so that biojet use creates compliance credits to 
positively enable blending economics. 

- Allow a multiplier or ‘factor’ approach to CFS credit generation for biojet 
used in domestic aviation to address the higher production cost of biojet 
vs other renewable fuels and the nascent state of commercial biojet 
production. 

- Align the fossil jet fuel carbon intensity value used in the CFS with 
ICAO’s global value. 

- Ensure Canadian feedstocks and production pathways will be 
recognized under CORSIA. 

- Design the CFS to discourage fuels derived from feedstocks that 
negatively impact biodiversity, critical species habitats, and cause the 
conversion of land with high carbon stocks. 




